
Three Divine Attainments 

Having the ability of a powerful connection to my true authority is Divine. That divine state  

of being requires the attainment of my omniscient authority & my omnipotent power, which 

 allows my omnipresent ability. 

Omniscient means All Knowing. 

Being Scient is being aware of my knowing. 

A Scientist is no longer one who knows but one who believes that they have knowledge. 

Knowing is intuitive. 

Knowledge is learned. 

All the knowledge of the physical world will never enable me to be scient, let alone 

omniscient. 

Omniscience is a measure of my intuitive ability. 

It is a measure of my ability to intuitively connect to my Super-conscious Mind. 

My super-conscious higher mind of my Soul is omniscient and knows all there is to know of 

my journey in this physical world. 

Being omniscient requires my Self to be Soul-like. 

With the perspective of my Soul, I connect to my innate wisdom and become all knowing and 

omniscient. 

Omnipotent means All Powerful. 

Being powerful is not the ability to influence and control other people. 

Being All Powerful is being full of the emotional power that allows my happiness & well-

being. 

My ability to be happy & well is not dependent on other people. 

When being all powerful, I have the emotional power to fulfil my purpose and to live my 

vision for all my life. 

It is having enough emotional power to manifest my ideal life. 

It is the power to fulfil my potential as a spiritual human being. 



My potential is to express the essence of who I really am, which is my omnipotence. 

The only thing that depletes my ability to be omnipotent is my own belief system. 

My wealth of power is relative to my authority to use it wisely. 

Omnipresent means All Present. 

All Present means that I live in the reality of each present moment. 

I live in the reality that is presented to my Self by my Soul. 

I accept my reality as a gift and present to my Self. 

I can re-present my reality and I represent my reality, which allows me to change my reality. 

My present reality is a representation of my Presence. 

My presence is my state of living life with conscious-awareness of my omniscient authority 

& my omnipotent power. 

It is the awareness that my reality is pre-sent from my Soul to my Self. 

It is being totally accepting of what is occurring and seeing life as a unique opportunity for 

my personal development and expansive growth. 

It is my expression of all the attributes that are attainable in a divine life of true quality. 

It is knowing life from the pure perspective of my Source. 

It is feeling life from the pure perception of my Heart. 

It is seeing life from the pure experience of my Soul 
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